The ASEM Conference will be held at:
Aarhus University, Department of Education (DPU)
Campus Copenhagen
Tuborgvej 164
Copenhagen NV
The Campus is located in the north-west of Copenhagen, 7 km from the city centre.

Location of Campus Copenhagen

Map of Campus Copenhagen
(Venue in building A and D)

Arrival
Directions from Copenhagen Airport to WakeUp Hotel
Taxis
There are taxis outside Terminal 1 and 3. A taxi to the hotel should cost approx. 100-150 DKK
depending on the time of day and the day of the week.
Public Transportation
Public transportation in Copenhagen is very convenient. You can buy tickets for the trains, metro
and busses in Arrival Terminal 3 at the airport. Purchase tickets from either DSB machines or
counters near the exits. Please note that the metro is not relevant if you are going directly to the
hotel.
Train to WakeUp Hotel directly
via Copenhagen’s Central
Station
Trains leave from Platform 2
below Terminal 3 every 10
minutes. This train ride takes
approx. 25 minutes. It takes
approx. 10 minutes to walk to
the hotel from the Central
Station – see map below
Bus 5A to Polititorvet
Bus 5A towards Husum Torv
stops outside terminal 3 and it
will take you to the busstop
called Polititorvet, from where it
takes approx. 5 minutes to walk
to the hotel.

Directions from WakeUp to Conference Venue, Campus Copenhagen
Taxi
By taxi, the Department of Education (DPU) Campus Copenhagen can be reached in 15-20
minutes. The fare should be about 125 DKK (17 EUR).

Train
By train (S-tog), the Department of Education (DPU) Campus Copenhagen/ Emdrup Station can be
reached very easily in less than 15 minutes. Purchase tickets for 2 Zones (3 EUR) at DSB counters
or machines (not on the train).
From any train station (S-tog) in the city centre you can take Line A(direction Farum). Get off at
Emdrup Station and you are at the DPU campus. From here, it is a five minute walk to campus see map of Campus Copenhagen above.
Car
If you arrive by car, you can see the location of the school and parking on map of Campus
Copenhagen above.

Departure
Train and Metro
By train (S-tog), the airport can be reached very easily in less than 15 minutes. Purchase tickets for
3 Zones (5 EUR) at DSB machines (not on the train).
From Emdrup St. you can take Line A (Hundige/Solrød Strand). Get off at Nørreport St. and
proceed to go downstairs to the Metro. Then get on M2 for the airport/lufthavn.

You can also plan your transportation via this web site: http://www.rejseplanen.dk/

Taxi companies:
Taxa 4x35 : +45 35 35 35 35
Amager-Øbro Taxi: +45 32 51 51 51
Taxi Nord: +45 48 48 48 48

